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I don't have QL99 black, I can't...
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Please help me.
That's me now. ^
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Crenshaw Manor.
Hi,   Crenshaw Manor has...
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[08:14:50] <Platyna> On serio...
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Deed.
Hi Platyna, i am happy where i...
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You and Gerboa Oct 11
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Ticket #56978

  2 members active in this conversation (including you)

Enki  
Read: October 11, 2020  

Platyna 
Read: October 11, 2020   

Report replyPlatyna  479

Started conversation: September 30, 2020

Hi,
 
this is my again, could you check the ticket #56978? I found a gold
vein in an off deed open mine, put there two locked BSBs and mined a
lot of ore and smelted it, two people appeared, put the mine door and
deeded it, and they refuse to give me my items back, a GM Confucius
answered my ticket and in a rude way told me he is not going to help
me and my items are lost. Where is the play nice rule? I worked four
days, and I am a premium player, to create these items just to see
them stolen from me on a PVE server, not to mention that it looks like
grie�ng because they access these items and are keeping them just
to make me sad. I live in a very populated area and there is a lot of
grie�ng and dramas here, but I spent so much time building my deed,
so I don't want to leave. 
 
Could you also please remove my forum warning? You said yourself
that you just agree with removal of the picture and it wasn't the
picture what I was warned for. 
 
Thank you for your  time and consideration. 

  Quote  Edit

Report replyEnki  5861

Replied: October 1, 2020

Apologies, I have been super busy...  will look as soon as I can catch
you online to show me.
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Replied: October 1, 2020

I am online and should be quite long. I can summarize very short for
your convenience and Shydow also looked on the case so can con�rm
my words:
 
1. I have an anxiety in dark small rooms especially underground. I do
not go even to underground parkings. It kicks in Wurm mines, but if I
mine close to open entrance it is bearable. 
2. I wished for gold mine door, I like nice decorations. But gold was
nowhere to be found in acceptable location.
3. Found a nice off deed open mine with vein right at the entrance and
mined it, I stored what I mined and smelted in two BSBs - HQL and 
LQL, they were locked, mining took me around 4 days.
4. Told a person I considered one of my best friends in game that I
found a gold vein and if he can come see how many operations are
left. He came and said it is his mine and his veins, build a mine doors
and then deeded. He knew that if he close the mine I will freak out and
will be forced to leave due to anxiety. 
5. Both BSBs remained on the deed and the mayor will not push them
out, so I can remove them.
6. A GM I called said he is not going help me retrieve my items, and
I have to deal with the fact they are lost. He included a smiley face so
clearly was amused by my sad situation. So according this rationale if
you dislike someone you can deed over his items and take them even
if they are clearly owned. 

  Quote  Edit

Report replyPlatyna  479

Replied: October 1, 2020

Tomorrow I also should be online long. I do play a lot. 

  Quote  Edit

Report replyEnki  5861

Replied: October 6, 2020

I had to leave abruptly due to a strong disagreement with a mazzios
pizza,   I am told that I eat and live too healthy to be able to just go
straight to a Mazzios fast food dish and not suffer the
consequences!   I am also being told I need to practice eating more
junk food to acclimate to that kind of stuff...
 
Anyway I am working ot get back up to speed on ingame situations.
 

  Quote
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Replied: October 6, 2020

Hi Enki,
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I am very sorry with your disagreement with a pizzeria, some people
fail to understand that they are responsible for your health. And as a
biologist �ghting pseudoscience, I can tell you there is no such thing
as "junk food", some foods are simply very caloric and shouldn't be
eaten in large quantities every day, but a good pizza eaten once a
while will do you no harm (unless you have some underlying illness
such as diabetes).
 
BSB thief, after 5 days came to his senses and pushed my property
off his newly created deed, but if you could please tend to my forum
warning issue, I would be really, really grateful. 

  Quote  Edit
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Replied: October 7, 2020

Enki, I am now being blamed for 80% of black stock removal. This is
not right, now a lot of people hate me. This is absurd. 

  Quote  Edit

Report replyEnki  5861

Replied: October 11, 2020

That.. is absurd...  why do they blame you?

  Quote

Report replyPlatyna  479

Replied: October 11, 2020

Because this removal was made in the same day I complained on
forums that mixing two aliquots of RGB 1 1 1 dye gives 2 2 2 dye,
therefore messed up my precious dye that I bought for a lot of money
(I never made a single drop of dye and didn't know there is any issue
when I bought it,  I just wanted to have a pretty lounge chaise). 
 
Enki, will you remove my forum warning? I was proud of my clean
record, I just said a moderator removed my picture, nothing more - it is
quoted on the screenshot. 

  Quote  Edit
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